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SUMMARY 
Various methods of woviding compressor-capacity and pressure- 
ratio control in the gas-generator type Orp o-pound en@;ine over a 
range of altitudes frcxn sea level to 50,000 feet are presented. 
The analytical results indicated that the best method of con- 
trol fs that in whfch the first stage of ocsQpression fs carrfed 
out In a varfable-speed supercharger driven by a hydraulic slip 
coupling. The second stage of cmpression oould be either a rotary 
constant-pressure-ratio-type ccs~p~essor or a pfston-tm ccmpressor, 
both driven at oonstank speed. The analysis also indicated that 
the variation of the value cf the load coef'fioient for the ftist 
and second stages ccf the rotary constant-pressure-type aqessor 
combination was within reasonable limits and that the valve timfng 
of the piston-type cwesscxr oould be kept constant for the range 
of altitudes covered. WSth respeot to engine performance, other 
control schsnnes also appeared feasible. A vartible-area turbine 
nozzle was shown to be unnecessary for cruising operation af the 
engine. 
?2TBODU'CTIOl!? 
An analysis Crp an aircraft-propulsia systm m as a piston- 
type gas-generator engine is presented in reference 1. In this 
power plant a two-stroke-cycle, compression-Qnitlon engine drives 
a compressor, which In turn supplies afr to the engine. No other 
shaft work is abstracted from the engine. The gases from the gen- 
erator c-is- the ceessor-engine cabin&ion are then uti- 
lized in a turbine, which produces the net useful work of the cycle. 
A d-tic sketch of this parer plant is shown in figure 1. 
The analysis of referencelin&Loatesthat suchanenginemay 
have low speclffc w&&t combined with low fuel consumption af the 
s order aI 0.32 pound per brake horsepower-hour, which has been oon- 
firmed, to a certain extent, by the experimental results reported 
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inreference 2. The reference analysis is idealized, however, in 
that the problem of engine control was not considered. In order for 
the performance of an actual engine to approaoh that of the ideal 
curves, at least three steps must be aocqplished.: (1) A compres- 
sor that is capable of operating over a range of air flows and 
pressure ratios must be obtained; (2) similarly, a turbine that will 
operate over the we aE' air flows and ~essure ratios must be 
obtained; and (3) satisfactory means of maintaining proper engine 
limits (peak cylinder pessure and turbine-inlet temperature) must 
be evolved. 
The first of the preceding steps, which pertains to the control 
of compressor capacity and cvession ratio, is treated herein. The 
speuific obJective of this investigation, which was conducted at the 
XACALewis laboratory, is to evaluate various ccenbinations af cam- 
pessors and driving mechanisms with respect to engine performance 
a8 a function cr9 altitude. Because it is 0 urrently impossible to 
make a oomplete evaluation with due consideration for such items as 
compressor weight, developent problsms, and. control stability, the 
present analysis is based on the degeneration ccf the power output 
and the fuel euoncmy of the gas-generator engine in question when 
ocqpsred with the ideal engine. Some qualitative discussion aP com- 
pressorweight,however, is included. 
METHOD OF AIULYSIS 
The various ccmrpresscw-oontrol systems that were investigated 
lnoluded the following ccenbtitions cxf elaments: 
(I) Constant-pressure-ratio com~essor with throttled inlet 
(2) Multistage constant-pressure-ratio cmpressor with first 
stage (supercharging stage) driven by three-s'peed gear 
(3) Multistage constant-pressure-ratio compressor with first stage 
t 
(supercharging stage) driven by hydraulic slip ooupling 
4) 
5) 
Constant-volume sLngle-stage weeor 
Constant-volume compressor with throttled Inlet 
(6) Constant-volume ccmpessor with means of varying volumetric 
capacity 
(7) Supercharged constant-volume ccqre8sor ccmprising constant- 
pressure-ratio first stage (supercharging stage) driven by 
hydraulic slip coupling followed by final stage of ccanpres- 
sion in constant-volume compressor 
. 
In the preceding list, the terms "oonstant volume" and "constant . 
pressure" refer to ccanpressors exhibiting these charaateristioa at 
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constant speed or effective s-peed. Thus the centrifugal com- 
d pressor or the mi.xed-flow compressor would most nearly rep- 
resent the constant-pressure-ratio group. The constant-volume class 
would Include any of the positive-displacement c~~essors, such as 
the piston-type coqessor or Roots blower. The axial-flow ccm- 
pressor would also fit Into this class if suitable means were avail- 
able for broadening its operating range so as to maintainhigh effi- 
cienoy over a tide range CXP peasure ratios and air flows. Schssatia 
diagrams of the various systeans are shownInfigure 2. 
These possible oczubinations were derived by setting up the 
ideal requirements for the ccunpessor for the gas-generator engine 
and then selecting the cxqressor systems most likely to fulfill 
these demands. The ideal requlrmenrte for the cmessor (fig. 3) 
w&e computed frcan reference 1. Engine speedwasnotinclude4as 
a control means because of the necessity for keeping the scavenge 
ratio within reasonable Umits (reference 1). Thus, (a) if means 
were provided for keep- the scavenge ratio constant, such as a 
variable-area turbine nozzle, the reduction in engine speed neces- 
sary to decrease the ccqressor-pressure ratio to the required 
value as altitude is decreased (fig. 3) would result in greatly 
reduced air weight flow and hence reduced engins power output; and 
(b) if no means are provided for oontroll%ng scavenge ratio at 
till, as in the case of the fixed-area turbine nozzle, reduotion 
in engine speed would result in increasing the scavenge ratio and 
heme burner mixture ratio beyond the usable ?xnge. 
w All the ocanbinations were investigated. with the analysis of 
rdersnoe lused as a basis. The changesrequiredintheanalysis 
as a result of the use of a specific ccmpcessor are given in the 
appendixes. All the combtitions were analyzed with a fixed-area 
turbine-nozzle and, inaddition, systems 2 to 6 were also treated 
with a variable-area nozzle. 
In analyz- the various combinations, the design conditions 
of the ccmrcp)essors uere set to provide sufficient capacity and 
pressure ratio for engine operation at an altitude cf 20,000 feet. 
At this altitude, the engine was assumed to operate with desfgn 
operrttingllmita of peakcylinder pressure af 1600 Rounds per 
square inoh, turbine=inlet temperature of 1600° F, and scavenge 
ratio aP 1.0. For calculations of operation at higher altftudea, 
the turbine-inlet temperature and the cqessor speed were held 
constantandthe peakcyUnderpressurewas allowgdto decrease. 
At lower altitudes, the generator-inlet pressure was so varied. as 
to maintainboth engine limits, unless the characteristics of the 
coqreasor sysbem preoluded.this possibflity, in which case the 
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cylinder pressure was'allowed to vary. When turbine-nozzle area 
was fixed, it was impossible to hold the scavenge ratio to a con- L 
stant value of 1.0 at altitudes other than the design altitude 
because undsr ohoked conditions the area of the turbine nozzle 
determines the gas flow through the engine; however, the value of E 
scavenge ratio did not vary peat3.y from 1.0 over the range of alti- 3 
tudes considered. When the area cxP the turbine nozzle was made 
variable, the soavenge ratio was kept constant at a value of 1.0. 
The scavenge ratio of the ideal gas-generator engine was 1.0 for 
all altitudes. 
Systsuns 2, 3, and 7, which utilize a rotary superoharging 
compressor, were ao arranged that the supercharger.operat&L at 
rated speed at an altitude of 20,000 feet and idled at sea level. 
In the system involving the three-speed gear combination, the 
supercharger was assumed to idle at a pressure ratio of 1 at alti- 
tudes below 10,000 feet and to operate in the low-speed gear ratio 
at altitudes between 10,000 and 20,000 feet. Above 20,000 feet, 
the supercharger operated in high speed. 
The over-all effioiency of any combination of com~essors was 
made equal to 0.85 at an altitude of 20,000 feet. Although this 
prx%ctice resulted in rather high stage sFficiencie8, it was neces- 
sary that the data agree with that Crp rsferenoe 1 at this basic 
condition. The laok of acotarate data on the efficiencies Orp 
constant-volume cweesors, as, for example, that of the axial- 
flow camrpressor at off-design cotiifions or the piston-type com- 
pressor at high piston speeda, weoluded comparison Crp the 
constant-pressure and oonstant-volume compressors on an sfficiency 
basis. l?he most reliable NACA data on effioienop of piston-type 
ccu.upressars, however, Indicate values in the range from 0.85 to 
0.95, which is entirely oompatible with the general assumption. 
MO changes in efficiency with ohanges in the specific flow for the 
constant-preseure compressors were oonsidered; instead, the pres- 
sure ratios c& these ccsqreseors were limited to values that would 
permit a moderate operating range. This limitation was necessary 
in order to avoid considerations of ccmpreseor deeign, which are 
beyond the scope of this report. 
Because of the inherent differenoes in compressor charaoter- 
istics, the results af the analyses of constant-pressure-ratio 
capessore and constant-volume compressors are discussed separately. . 
The affects of fixing the turbine-nozzle area and of designing for 
high altitudes are also oonsidered. 
* 
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Constant-Pressure-Ratio Comgcessor 
&throttlingthe oompressor Effect Crp throttling - The effect 
inlet as a control means ;a shown in figure 4. which shows that 
throttling provides a means of maintain&g the engine limits (peak 
burner pressure and turbine-inlet temperature) fn the altitude 
range up to 20,000 feet, but that the engine is penalized by large 
reductions in brake output. This penalty is a natural result of 
the high compressor power load in the gas-generator tgpe cf engine. 
Consequently, although throttling is considered to be applicable 
to the gas-genemtor engine with the oonstant-pressure-ratio ca- 
pressor, it is undesirable from a standpoint of low-altitude power 
output. 
Zffectofthree-speed superchar&.ng -0am pressor drive. - An 
inspection af figure 5 indicates that the performano e ~8 a gas- 
generator engine with a three-speed superchargIng ocanpressor is 
subject to large power losses at altitudes just below those at which 
the gear ohangestake place. This faot, coupled with the diffioulty 
of providing a change gear and a clutch oapable of handling the 
required powers, indicates that this systsm is ua8esiMble for me- , 
genemtor applicat&on. 
Effect of hydraulic-aUp-coupling SuperchargIng -0an pewor 
drive. - The performance OS the.gas-generator engine when eqtipped 
tith a multistage constant-pressure-ratio compressor comprising a 
supercharging compessor driven by a hydxaulio slip coupling and 
followed by a oonstant-speed f-1 obsession stsge is presented 
infigure6, It will be noted that only a small loss in power 
between sea level and 20,CCO feet ocours when the couplUg is used. 
The efficiency of the coupling is a linear function cxf the slip; 
it is equal to zero at LOO-percmt slip and approaches 100 percent 
as the elip approaches zero. Because the ovessor torque varies 
with the square of the speed, it canbe shown that the coupling 
power loss 18 a maximum at 5C-percent slip, and is equal to one- 
fourth of the full-load oanpresaor power ff the air flow remains 
constant. Furthermore, the oompressor driven by the ooupling 
oomprises a fraction of the total compressor in the gas-generator 
en&m. The small coupling-power loss relative to the total com- 
pressor lwd indicates a logical reason for the amall i&luence 
of the coupling on the over-&l petiomame of the gas-generator 
engine. 
6 
Constant-Volume Compressor 
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Xn the case of the constant-volume compressor, the piston-type 
compressor, in particular, has numerous inherent unique advantages 
for gas-generator-engine applications, some of which may be listed 
88 follcsws: 
(a) Provides a compact, light machine for operation at the low 
air flows and high pressure ratios required by the gas-generator 
engine. 
(b) Possesses a broader operating range (high efficiency over 
wide range af pressure ratios and air flows) than equivalent rotary- 
compressor types. 
(c) Permit8 a higher compressor effioiency to be obtained at 
high pressure ratios. 
(d) Deliver8 a positive supply ti air under all operating con- 
ditione, inoluding starting and idling. 
Advantage (a) deserves some elaboration. The same piston-type 
oompressor is oapable of operating over an extremely wide we of 
pressure ratios, for example, from 2 up to values of 20 or 25. At 
the same time, the weight is fixed by structural stiffness require- 
ments, so that little If any change in weight accompanies a change 
in pressure ratio. In the equivalent oonstant-pressure-Patio ccm- 
preesor, an increaee in pressure ratio can be obtained only by 
&aging with a oonaequent increase in weight. Thus, as the required 
pressure ratio is increased, the piston-type oompressor becomes 
1Lghter relative to the constant-preseure compressor. 
Also, because crf the staging required to obtain high pressure 
ratios, the efficiency of each stage of the constant-preseure ccun- 
pressor must be extremely high in order that the over-all efficiency 
of the oonstant-pressure-compreseor combination may approach the 
efficiency easily attainable with the oon8tant-volume piston-type 
compressor (on the order af 0.85). The fact that such effioienoies 
may not be obtainable with the constant-pressure ccgressor increases 
the desirability of using the piston-type compressor. 
The prime advantage af the constant-pressure oampressor is, 
of course, its extramely high volume-flow capacity, leading to a low 
specific weight. At low volumetrio flow rates, however, this advan- 
tage disappear8 to a certain extent because 09 the dffficulty of 
designing these oompreeeors with small flow passages and clearances 
and with high rotational speeds. 
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Consequently, the ideal circmeta~es for the use of the 
piston-type caupressor are low Volme-flow rates and high pressure 
ratios. These circumstances are p-went in-the gas-generator e@ne, 
~icularly in the final stages of ompression. 
The size of the piston-type compressor need not be excessive. 
The ratio of cmpressor volume to burner volume is 10.35 for the 
case of the gas-generator engine tith‘the unsupercharged pieton- 
type compressor and the fixed-area turbine nozzle at 20,000 feet. 
3X the ccmpre88or is supercharged for all altitude8 other than sea 
level, this ratio beGme 6.01. IT supercharging is usedalso for 
sea-level operation, however, the ccmpressor-volume - burner-volume 
ratio may be made to approach unity. Inlet ram due to flI&tt speed 
further reduces the required volume ratio. Furthermore, fitting 
the required compressor volume into the gas-generator engine and 
furnish- the necemary reoiprooating motion is not 8 great design 
problem. Inoeriiainengine conPigur&tiona, suchasthe axial engine, 
the reoiprocating motion is readily available and a cmpact, amall- 
frontal-8,rea engine may be easily attained. Further decrease in 
size of the piston-type compressor may be obtained by makIng the 
oompressor double-acting. 
One Uaadvantage may be ascribed to the piston-tne c-es- 
aor in that considerable work will be required to develop it into a 
practioalhigh-speedmachIne; however, this same Usadvantage 
applies to rotary ccmpressors required to operate at very high 
pressure ratio8 and efficiencies. 
IBmm these pmctiical considerations, the pieton-type ocmpree- 
8or seemed an attractive ohoice for a constant-volume-type com- 
pressor far use with the piston-type gas-generator engine, although 
the‘results would be applicable to other forms af oonstant-volume 
compressors. For these reaSOn8, the piston-tm C~eSS~ WELS 
included in the analysis. 
Efect of fixed-disp~oment con8tant-volume cr8PpressOr. - 
Figure 7 shows the perfomanc 6 of a gas generator using a fixed- 
displacement piston-type ccmrpressor (that is, one equipped with 
automatio oompeasor valves), as compared with the performance of 
the ideal gas-g enemtor engine. With this type of compressor, 
rate of air flow through the engine is substantially dependent upon 
only orgppressor sped. Consequently, tith a fixed restriction in 
the turbine, turbine-inlet pressure mu8t increase until the flow 
through the turbine matches that through the messor. The 
resultant high mazxLfold pressures and oompres8or loads cau8e the 
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burner pressure to increase above the limiting VaLue at altitudes 
below the 20,000-foot critical altitude; therefore, the ey8tem is 
not usable. 
Effect of throttled fixed-displacement constant-volume cam- 
preescw. - Throttling the exhau8t from the fixed-displaoement 
piston-type compressor will only make the situation m 
burner pressure worse inaauuch as stzoh a change will increase the 
compressor load without appreciably affecting the manifold pres- 
sure. Throttling the +.et to this COUQre8803?, hqwever, PeMnitS 
the air flow and consequently the manifold pressure to be reduced 
to a point at which limiting values of burner pressure are attained 
at altitudes below the critical altitude. Actually, the oompressor 
lead is higher than that of the ideal engine, so the manifold pres- 
sure must be lower than that of the ideal engine, causing 8 reduc- 
tiion in performance, Figure 8 shows the performan 8 of auoh 8 
throttled engine. The large loss in brake output and the inorease 
in fuel consumption between 20,000 feet and sea level makes this 
system Unattraotive for gas-generator use. 
Effect of variable-displacement COn8ta&-VOlWVe compressor. - 
The performance cxf a gas-generator engine equipped with a variable- 
displaaament CopP~eseor, that is, a pieton-type compressor equipped 
with mechanically aotuated valves that permit variable timing tith 
this device, is illU8tELted in figure 9. On the basipr of engine 
perfozvnance, this egatem is quite sati8factory. The piston ocx+ 
pressor, huwever, mU8t handle air 8t ambient 8tIIIOEIpheriC CanilitiOIIS. 
Under this circumstance af high volumetric air flow, the piston 
oompressor may become relatively heavy as oompared with equivalent 
rotary types. This fact, in addition to the valve complioation, 
makes this eoheme undesirable for gas-generator u8e. . 
Infect of supercharged fixed-dlsplacament constant-volume 
compressor. - The uBe of a Variable-Speed supercharger driven by 8 
hydraulic slip ooupling with 8 fixed-displacement piston-type 
ocmpressor affords a me- cxf adjusting air flow through the engine 
and utilizing all the piStOn-type-COIDpreSSOr displacement 8t 811 
altitudes. The performanc 8 of SUoh a combination i8 presented in 
figure 10. The cxrve8 of this figure FPdiCate that this sohme IS 
the most promising of those inoorporating 8 piston-type compres8or. 
It is interesting to note that, when a supercharging oompreseor is 
Used, the time at which the reciprooating-oompressar valves open 
and olose is substantially constant with changes in altitude 
(fig. II), 80 that meohanLca1 valve8 with fixed timing can be eub- 
stituted for the automatic valves without IncurrIng a penalty in 
engine performanoe. 
2 
I 
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Comparison of Piston-Type and 
Rotary cmpressor&l 
The two most successful methods af satisfying the compressor 
requirements in the gas-generator engine appear to be the use of 
a variable-speed supercharging compressor followed by either a 
constant-volume piston-type or a con8tant-pressure stage for cam- 
gession of the air to burner-inlet pressure. Fortunately, the . 
lack of data conuerning the piston-type-compreesor weight8 and 
effioiencies precludes a definite evaluation of the two compressor 
types. Figure 12 show8 the performance of the two gas-generator 
engines as calculated by the methods of this report. Below the 
critical altitude, the performanc e of the combination with the 
piston-tgpe constant-volume compeasor fs slightly superior to 
that obtained with the constant-pressure oombination. The slight 
difference in perfozmanc 8 between the two systems 1s caused by 
the fact that the wessure ratio acro8s the constant-pressure mm- 
pressers is a fun&ion of the inlet tqerature, whereas that for 
the reciprooat3ng compreseor ie constant. 
The variation8 & values of load coefficient Q/n. for the 
first stage (supercharger) and second stage 88 8 function of alti- 
tude for the multistage rotary constant-pressure ccmpreasor with 
first etage driven by a hydraulic slip couplI.ng fe shown in fig- ,- ure l-3. Although the values of Q/n vary widely for the super- 
charger below an altitude of 10,000 feet, the tip 8peed of this 
* compressor is quite low, whioh may keep it out of a surging con- 
dition. The variation of Q/n for the eeoond stage is tithfn 
present acceptable limit8, The perf~ e of the supercharger 
when u8ed with the piston-type compressor is substantially the 
same 8s that 8howninfigure 13. 
. 
Effeot of Variable-Area TurbFne Nozzle 
Examination of the data owing the fixed-area nozzle with 
the ~i&ble-a?Tea nozzle (figs. 14 to la) indicate8 that only a 
slight reduction in performanoe is ixurred through the u8e & the 
fixed-&r= nOZZle. Ghmmlly, a 8malldrop inpowerocours at 
altitudes below the 20,WGfoot critioal altitude, which is caused 
bya change inscavenge ratio incurredthrough lack of adequate 
air-flow control. In general, the mr loss is small in com- 
parison with the problems incurred in the succeasfIiL develupent 
of Such a device; therefore, the variable-area turbine nozzle will 
not be further comidered in this report. 
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Effect of Ikmigning for Elgh Altitud68 
The performance curve for the gas-generator engine equipped 
with a variable-speed supercharger driven by a hydraulic coupling 
(fig. 6) indicates that ScXUe lOSSe8 83% inCUrred in going from 888 
level to the design altitude. Eecause these losses increase in 
magnitude as the design altitude is raised, it is of interest to 
examine the case in which the engine is designed for a very high 
altitude. In figure 19, the performance of the gas generator with 
the variable-speed supercharging ccunpressor is shown when the 
optimum altitude is 40,000 feet. It is noted that in this case, 
the loss in brake output at moderate altitudes (0 to 20,000 ft) 
is more serious than for the case of the engine designed for 
20,000-foot optimum altitude. More brake output, however, 18 
8Vailable for climbing to an altitude of 40,000 feet and above, 
and this engine should therefore be more satisfactory in applica- 
tion8 where a high-altitude engine is warranted. 
The results of the analysis presented herein for various 
methods of providing ooqzesaor-capacity and pressure-ratio control 
for the gas-generator engine operating over a range af altitudes 
with constant peak cylinder pressure and constant turbine-inlet 
temperature may be summarized 88 follow8: 
1. The beet method of cmpressor control appeared to be that 
in which the fir& stage of compression consisted of a variable- 
Speed supercharger that %as driven by a hydraulic slip coupling. 
The second stage of compression could be either a rotary constant- 
pressure-ratio-type compressor or a piston-type compressor, both 
driven at Catletant Speed. The variation of load coefficient Q/n 
l 
for the first and SeGOnd St-age8 af CcXUpt?eSSioI3 when a COru3t-a&- 
pressure-ratio final-compreesion stage was used remained within 
reasonable limits over the altitude -8 considered. With a 
constant-volume compressor for final ccmpression, the valve timing 
of the piston-type compressor could be held constant over the alti- 
tude-e considered. 
2. Other control methods, which appeared feasible with regard 
toengineperformance, are the u8e of a constant-volume, pieton- 
type compressor with variable valve timing or a constant-pressure 
compressor, the first stage of which is driven by a three-speed 
gear. 
. 
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3. Throttling generally produced laxge per losses at other 
thah the design altitude In the gae-generator engine. 
4. For cruising operatfon of the engine, the conrplfoation af a 
variable-area ttlrblne nozzle was not warranted. 
Lewis Fli@stPro~uleionIaboratory, 
National Advisory Committee for Aerorybutica, 
CleveLana, Ohio. 
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LI!he follawing Bgmbols am used in this report : 
percentage clearance In pi&m-type conzpressor C 
%a specific heat at cm&ant pesmre of conrpr&seor air, 0.243 Btu/(lb)("R) 
cP,t3 specific heat at constant presmre of turbine gases, 0.270 Btu/(lb)(oR) 
Q acceleration due to gratity, 32.2 ft/sec' 
% lower heat of co.ubustion of fuel, 18,500 Btu/lb fuel 
J mechanical eqtiv&Lcmt of heat, ft-lb/Btu 
B engine speed, cycles/set 
P total pressure, lb/Etq in. absolute 
'e burner-e&auat pressure, lb/sq in. absolute 
pni burner-inlet manifold pressure, lb/sq in. absolute 
P static pressure, lb/a In. absolute 
pa anibientairpresawe, lb/@ ti. 
PC burner ccmgmesniopl pressure, lb/sq in. absolute 
Q/n load 008mOif3d, cu ft[/revolution 
%a pressure coefficient~of ccmpressar 
Re expansion ratio of fluid in bumer 
%l over-all tixhre ratio, lb fuel/lb air 
%b mixture ratio in burner, lb fiel/lb air 
?I? pressure ratfo In piston-type compressm 
RACA RM E50EO8 
a 51 
$22 
T 
Ta 
TC 
T 
83 
Trill 
Ts 
V e 
c vb 
VG 
%.a 
q-b 
% 
pressure ratio in first stage of c~essim, rotary 
compressor 
pressure ratio in second stage of coqmseicn, 
rotary ccmgceesor 
over-all pressure ratio across corpessors 
scavengemxbio (ratio of ~01~13~3 of air flowing through 
burner per cycle Measured at burner-&let cmdftfans 
to volume of burner) 
temperature, OR 
ambienta,ir tempemxture, 9 
burner conpressimteqmrature, ?EI 
meanturbine-lnletteqemture, % 
burner-i$.ettmnpera%ure, OR . 
tenperatmeinburneratend of scavmglq~, OR 
vollme, cu ft 
total volum of burner above ports, cu ft 
total volume of reciprocating cmpesbar, cu ft 
work of vessor, Btu/lb air 
work of turbine, Btu/lb air 
ratio of specifpc heats of turbine gases 
adiabatic over-all efficimcy of rotary cvessor 
burnerbrake thermlefficiency(actual) 
adiabatic &ficiency af piston-type cvessor 
adiabatio efficiency of rotary compressor, first stq@ 
adiabatic tificiencg & rotary cmpressor, second stage 
over-all adiabatic effioiemy of com~essor unit 
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'r 
78 
reduction-geax efficiency, 0.95 
scawq#.ng efficiency (ra.tio of volume of air rmlning 
in burner at end of scavenging process, neasured at 
Wet cmditions, to volume of burner) 
q 82 efficiency of slip coupling 
% adiabatic turbjne efficiency, total to static, 0.85 
P density, lb/cu ft 
r 
. 
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AmALysIs OF tI!Jzlz 
P 
3 0, In general, the analysis of the cycle is &nilar to that of 
reference 1. Acondensatic~~ofthatanalysisis givenherefor 
ccxmeniazce. Because refemce 1 is an idealfzed snslysis, certain 
vartaticms mtzst be made w31en considering the gas-genera tor engine 
with regard to cmhl. These specific details will be premted 
in the succeeding a-ppimdixes. 
The foll.ow3ngm&hodofsnalysIswasusedto es-tin&e the 
idealizedperf ormfnce of the gas-gamrator engine. 
CamPressor calculations. - The over-all. performsn ce of the 
compressor unit on the basis of work dane per pond of asZr hsndled 
iS 
where 
G = 5 
%,o 
s,oo-283 + Ta 
Scavenge efficiency and sca-vsqe ratio. -The ecavenge~tio 
of the piston-tme buxner is @ven by the equation 
Rs = 0.0910 4-c 
andthe scavenge efficiencybythe equaticm 
%I =1-e -*a 
Thetemsperature of the gasses tithe cylinderatthe end of the 
scavenge process is 
Ts = 1 - (1 BTYL) e’*B (=I 
l-b is assuruedtharbthe inlet and exhaustmanifolds sre suf- 
ftcientlylarge 30 thattotaland staticpressuressre a~oxLm&el.y 
eq=J-• 
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Burner efficiency. - The brake tie efficiency of the 
pi&m-type burner is 
n 
qb (W 
n = 0.3867 - 6.5 -0cO43 
% 
@61 
Therelationbetweentheworkof%he compressorsnd theburner 
output is given by the equatim 
Becauseno simgle E&him b&~txm t)b and R, etisf;S, a 
trial-m&emor method of soluticm is necesesry. 
The burner efficiency was first a~oxinsated by the equation 
0.32 
qbt = 0.925 - Da 
(The use oftheprfme an the symbols indicates snapproxIm&ion.) 
With this value, the over-all fuel-air ratio was estimeted by 
&’ = qb7h 
C 
(W 
This value of over-all tixture ratio was moilified to represent 
approximately.the mixture ratio existing in the cylinder by use of 
the equatfon 
with this va;lrae of G,b', the burner-efficiency calculations w-em 
repeated and -I&e cwrected mtxture ratios were found Fran equa- 
tions (B7) and (BlO). 
. 
. 
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l4sxbmm bm8r pressure. - Curves of the ra.tio of ideal peak 
burner pressure to comgressicn pressure as a functim of mixture 
ratiosndti-th conrpr~ssic~l temperatureasaparameterwere pre- 
pEtred by use of the fuel-air cycles and methods of reference 3 
for the rich nfxtures and by use of aTr cycles 
ndxtures. These pressure ratios w8re modified 
for very lean 
by the factor 
(=I F= - 3.75 q,b + 1.0 
t0 bring th8 Ideal r&tiOS in-to aCCordanC8 with eng333e data. 
Compressimpressure sndtamperaturewere 
equatials 
P, = P, Re1035 
Tc 
0.35 
=Ts R, 
Turbine-lnlettemperature. -Aheatba&mce applied to the 
gas-generator enghe showed that, with the assmgtion of a heat 
loss eqtivalent to 18 percent of the fuel-heat input, the turb¶ne- 
inlettemperaturewas gIvenby the equation 
Tg = (l-0.18) h& + cp,&Ia (1+&J mL4) 
Turbine power. 
of air is 
Cp,g (1-w 
-The outputofthe turbine inBtuperpound 
where 
wt = rlt cp,@; Tg (l+%> 
,7 = 1.34 
=??tg = 0.27 
Unit perf ormnce calculatims. -The outputofthe gas- 
generator engine on the basis of B~I pm cycle per cubfc I&h of 
burner volum8 is 
Il.8 
and the brake specific fuel cxm~tim ill 
-%l bsfc = - 
qrwt 
NACA RM E50H08 
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The pressure ratfo across the piston-type ocmpreasorunfquely 
detexmLnes thz scavenge ratio c& the piston-type burner, as may 
be shown by the followfng cmpreswr-oycle analysis, which uses 
as a basis tk idealized pressure-volume 2&icator diagram of a 
piston-type CmmplF?secxr: 
1 
Vol.ume 
Inasmmh as the temperature rise across the 
based on the adiabatio efficiency, for the ratio 
heats of 1.395 
T3 
Fg= 
If the percentage of clearance C is defined. 
l+A ~ q-283 I 1) ( (Cl) 
a* 
where vz - v4 is the oanpressor displacement, then 
TCheweightofairdeliveredbythe campresscffpercycleis 
h3 - V4) p3 
c 
and the saexenge ratio R$ is 
20 NACA Bi E50EO8 
*a = 
V3 - V4 V3 - V4 
vb p3 -p3 = Vb 
when it is assured that both the burner and ccmpressor operate at 
the 8am3 number of cycle8 perunlt tims. Because 
p4v4 PIVl 
Tq= -q-. . 
P3"3 pzv2 
Tg= -Tz 
then 
v3 - v4 = "2 ($pJ 
V3 ( 
93 c 
-v4=v2 -q-- Rp ) l+C 
so that 
Rs = 
The value of C in thie analysis is 0.03. The volume ratio 
T&b is detemined from the limiting oonditiom Of engine oper- 
ation at az1 altitude of 20,000 feet and a scavenge ratio of 1.0. 
For sn unsuperoharged mnpresscxr, the value of this wltio is 10.35. 
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Variable-displacemnt ocanpressor. - The dia$kuxmxxt of the 
.a pUton-type compressor may be effeotively varied by contmlling 
il the valve timing by mans of se IEcMcal szxagemnt. It is 
% 
possible to decrease the dfsplacemnt by: (1) dosing the inlet 
valve eszly, (2) dosing the 5nlet valve late, or (3) dosing 
the exhau& valve late. Methoa (3) is the one cmidered inthfs 
analysis, and if X is the pereedage of the piston stroke that 
the pistonhasretllmedwhenthe exhaust valve ie closed late, 
thz scavenge ratio till then be 
(c3) 
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The hydxwiL10 slip coupling is perhaps the eimplest and most 
pmctioal means of obtainiq ohangee in the speed o? the first- 
&age ooqressor. Inaddition, the hydraulio ooupling provides 
BUOYS shock and vibration isolatim. Reference 4 lists BYE of 
the design features of ourrent slip couplinge. 
The size of the ccxqU.ng needed to tram&t the power to the 
first-stage cmmpressor need not be excessive became the torque 
and the horsepower of the fluid coupling vmies as the fifth power 
ofthe diamterand cmlyarelativelysmall ohaqe indiameter 
willbeneoessarytoooveralarge range intransmitted power. 
~ntfluidoaupline;soant~reforebeueedinthe ge&-generator 
engine with colly a mall variation in the size of tlae coupling 
unit. 
The type ofhydraulio couplingoormidered inthIsanalysis 
is the sooop-oontrol hydraulir~ ooupl~. Variatfons in speed of 
the aeoondary are made possible by means of an adjustable-scoop 
tube, extending fkcmthe Impeller se&ion to a rotating reservoir. 
Oil pasees fran the working cimuit through the nozzles pruvided 
inthe innercasingandcollectslnthe rotatingreaervoI.rfrom 
whioh it is returned to the coupling cirouit. The ecoop tube 
ie mounted off oenter, ao that in its fblly extended position It 
handles all the oil in the rotating reservoir, but when brought 
to a fU.ly retracted position, all the oil drains into the 
reeervoirandthe oouplingls fullydisomueoted. Varyingthe 
somp po8ition f'rom a fully extended to a fklly retracted position 
varies the speed of the se~ondazyunitframntsximumto zero 
values. 
Inthetype of fluid ooupling oonaidemd, inwhiohthere 
is no torque-reactimmmber, the torque inputequalethetorque 
output, and the effioienoy is equal to the ratio of eeumdary 
to primry speed, so that 
%.I 
=Nf;= %3,t (Dl) 
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The rotaryo~seorinthie malyeis la oonsideredtobe 
either a centrHug&l oramixed-f'lowoampreseor. Ita perfomance 
daracteristioe areassumdtofollmt& sem laus as those 
underwhiohacew OQdppreaear operate5. 
The temperature rise across each stage is therefme 
*T 2!&y"" -3 (El) 
where u is the stage effloiency and P2/Pl fs the pressure 
ratio across the stage. TbzworkrequiredinBtuperpmmdof 
air 16 
Whenspeedchsnges andthslreffects =th performas ce of the 
c~esorare oaneidered, itisocameni.enttouseth& forms 
involving the pressure ooeffioient 
where VT i6 the tip speed in feet per semnd. B-e 
(E4) 
then 
%d vT2 
%E’ladg (E5) 
i - 
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s 
036) 
Rotary ompressorwithslipoou~in8 -If the -ue K 
repesentst~ epeedratioofthe slipco&ing 
037) 
a 
s 4 
thenthe work put into the pr¶mry side of the slip oouplingis 
No 
and if 
VT p XsD 
where D is the dia&er of the ocmqpeesor 
c 
so that 
For a given ocuwrssear lTp andDareoonstanfsgLndare 
seleated after determination of the operating ran&e required. 
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The pressure ratio is given by the equation 
.n . , 
p2 1+9&d 
( 
fi2 9 3*wfi 
p1= 
p > Jg Cpra Tl 
25 
When in this analysis a two-stage uampressor is used with the first 
stage drivenata variable speed, the value of $ necessaryto 
obtatiadesiredover-all pressure ratioacrossthe compressora 
mybefoundbythefollowiqprocedure: 
where the con&sat A takes intoaocomtthe dwterofthe 
f'irst-stage oompressor,the speed ofthe prImarym&erofthe 
aoupling, the pressure coeffioient, a& Jgcp. Then, 
. 
Tl 
T2 = rlc,l t RP,l 
0.283 
-l+qcl I > 
where T2 is the temperature of the air leaving the first stage, 
. 
%,2 = 1+g3*535 
( > 
where B is a ccmstantthattskes fntoaccountthe dieter oftbe 
second-stage oanpressor, its speed, the pressure coeff loTent, and 
Jgcp. Hou 
IF 0.283 
c 
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80 that 
Thie equation may be tramposed into 8 quadr&io equatia in E? 
frcmwhi<zh K2 mayessilybe found. 
Compxesaozw in series. - When two oanpremors are oonneeted in 
series, the over4 efficiency ie different fkcmthe &age effi- 
oienoiee. Becauee co?n~i8on of the perfm e in thie analysie 
is to be made with that of refereme 1, it ita neceermy to kxmr the 
relation between stage and over-all efficiency in order that the 
over-etll oampreesor effioienoy in this analy8ie at an altitude 0r 
20,000 feet meby equal the oom~mesor effioienoy at 20,000 feet 
giveninreferenoe 1. 
The over-all adiabatio efficienuy 18 given by the equation 
k/P 1 
- RP,l %,l 
83 -1) + j (s,20*283 -1) 
0312 1 
where 
Rp,l%,2 ;r RP,o ,(El3) 
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The ma88 flow through a oonvergent nozzle with oritical flow 
is 
where 
w weight flaw, lb/aeo 
A area, eqfi 
R @ is cozistant, f%-lb/(lb) (%I 
if 
y - 1.34 
R * 53.35 
. 
then 
Thiemsse f'lawmmtbeeqti toth aumofthe ~airflowthrough 
the burnerandthe tilflott. Thim 
. 
28 
but 
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* 
2 = 1 - (&) (0.210) 
so that if 
Tg t226O'R 
";,,.,,, 
%3=&j .4990 (1 + qJ2 0.7065 + 
62 
+ 82 . 8 T m' ii (1 G) 1 (-1 
For fixed turbine-nozzle-area operation, the value of turbine- 
nozzle area is fixed at that required for operation at an altitude of 
20,000 feet at a scavenge ratio 0r 1.0, a peak burner pressure 0r 
1600 pounds per square inch absolute, 
of 2260° R. 
andaturbine-inlet ~eaure 
This value of turbine-nozzle area .B wa8 0.001686 square 
focrb per cubic foot of burner volume per cycle per second. 
When a fixed-turbine-nozzle area is used in canjunction with 
the reciprwating oompressor, it 16 necessary that the operating 
oonditicma, for whioh the scavenge ratio determined by the reoip- 
moating oompreseorequalsthe q c&venge ratiodeterminedbythe 
turbine nozzle, be obtained by mana of a graphical solution. 
Othergraphioal solutionaare, 0r courae, necessary even if the 
turbine-nozzle area la not fixed aa there ie no convenient erprseeion 
relating or-inletpcreesure,~r-expaneianratio, andmixture 
ratiotothelimiting conditiona of peakbumer presmre andturbIne= 
inlettemperature. 
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Redaction 
Tuo-stroke-cyale 
compression-lpnitian 
Figure 1. - nlagramatlc aketch of gas-generator en&m used in analyssis (reference 1). 
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(~1 Constant-~aaaum-rstb compressor with throttled Mat. 
Sacond- Firrt- 
I Ll I I “‘HI , I Three- I 
speed 
gsar 
(b) Yultlstage constant-pressure-ratio oomprsasor with 
firat staga driven by three-speed ge.~. 
Second- First- 
atage 
oonstant- 
stage 
constant- 
Turbine 
Two-stmka-cycla 
wmprsss Lon- 
Hydraulio 
alip 
c0up1lng 
(ai Yultiatage constant-prsaaurs-ratio oomprassor with 
first #tags driven by hydrmlfo alip coupling. 
Figure 2. Sohematio diagrams of sgatems uaad in analpals. 
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Turbine 
Two-stroke-Orcls 
aompresslon- 
ignition Ccnetant-volms 
COlllp?0FJSOF 
d. 
(dl Constant-volume single-stage compressor 01 
comtant-volume compressor with means ot 
varying the volumetrio aapaoity. 
Two-stroke-cycle 
ccmpresslon- 
(e) Constant-volume acmpressor rlth throttled inlet. 
Turbine 
First- 
stage 
Saacnd-stage canatant- 
constant- prsssure- 
TWO-stroke-ayclr VOlUXl0 ratio 
compresalon- comprsaaor cmmprsasor 
d 
II -h-+ - Hy3raulla - 
alip 
coupling 
(i) nultiatage comprseaor aomprising OOnstMt-pressure-ratio 
first-stage c~mp~sasor driven by bydraulla alip coupling followed 
by final-ategs oonatmt-volume Oomprsa.s~r. 
Figure 2. - Gzmcludsd. Sohsmetla diagram of aystms used In analysis. 
. 
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Figure 3. - compraaaor raquirernsnta of ideal gas-generator engtna. 
scarsnge ratio. 1.0. 
. 
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I I I 1 - Ideal gas-generator engine 
.a4 
- - Uas-generator engine with 
throttled rotary 
compreaaor driven at 
I I I I 4 I I 
1-v 
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K. Altlttie, rt 
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Figure 4.- Comparison ot performance of ideal gaa-generator 
engine with that of gaa-generator engine incorporating 
throttled rotary compressor driven at fixed gem retlo 
and turbine having f”xed-area nozzle. 
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Fiaurs 5.- Comarlaon of performncs or ideal gas-generator 
engine dth that of gas-generator engine fncorporating 
two-stage rotary cmprsasor with first stags driven by 
three-speed gear am3 turblns baring ilxed-area nozzle. 
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Figure 6.- Comparison OP performance OP ideal gas-generator 
englns rlth that of gas-generator snglne Incorporating 
two-atage rotary compressor with first stage driven by 
slip coupling and turbine having Plrsd-area nozzle. 
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P&ure 7.- Rmparlson of periomence of ideal gas-generator 
engfns with that or 
F 
s-generator engIlls inoorporating 
rixed-dieplacement p aton-type compressor and turbine 
having fixed-area rm~rla- 
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Figure 8.- aomparlson or pertorlllmc e or ideal gas-generator - 
engine with that or gaa-generator engine titnaorpomting 
throttled fixed-displaoement piston-type corpmaaor and 
turbfnc having fix&-area xm~)~zIe, 
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Flgura Q.- oomp8.rieon of perfonaance or ideal gas-generator 
en&n0 oith that of ~8S-@Sl8P8tO~ e~~ngine imorp3ratfn~ 
variable-displacement piaton-tgpe ccmpreaaor and turbine 
having fixad-araa nozzle. 
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Flgura lO.- cOmpwft%On Of p0rfOmEUIOe Or tie81 gU3-genW8tOF 
en&e with that of gas-generator engine inoorporatfng 
fixed-displacement oompreaaor, a euperoharger driven by 
slip coupling, and turbine having fixed-area noxxls. 
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Figure ll.- E?fect of' altitude on indicator diagram of super- 
charged fixed-displatiement pltiton-type compressor and 
turbine having fixed-area qozzle. 
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Figure 12.- Comparison of oerformanae of gas-generator engine 
inCOrpOratbg fixed-diSplSCQment piston-type compressor, 
supercharger driven by slip coupling, and fixed-area turbine 
nozzle with performance of gaa-generator engina having tro- 
stags rotary compressor with firat Stags driven by slip 
aoupling and turbine having fixed-area nozzle. 
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FIgwe 13.- I.~oed coefficient Q/n at various altitudes relative to 
load aoefficl,ent Q/n at 20,000 feet for multlatage rotary oompresaor 
with first stage driven by hydraullo slip coupling and turbine 
having flxed-area nozzle, 
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Pigum 14.- Effect of fired- aid vkrlablb-aria t&dine nosrlea 
on performma of gaa-generator engines inoorporatlng two- 
stage rotary corpreaaor with firat stage driven by a thraa- 
speed gear. 
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Figure 15.- Effect of fixed- and varIablearea turbine nozzles 
on performanoe of gas-generator engines incorporating tro- 
stage rotary compressor 1~1th firet stage driven by slip 
coupling. 
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Figure 16.- Effect of fixed- end veriPble-erer turbLna noselea 
on perfoFm8nCe of g88-generator engines fnooorporating rixsd- 
diepl8aemuit pi&on-tm acmgreaaora. 
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Figure 17. - Eir4ct of flxed- and varinble-8rea turbine 
noselea on performmae of gas-generator engines In- 
aoorporating throttled fixed-displacement piston-type 
aompreawra. 
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Figure 10. - Effeot of fixed- and veriable-area turbine 
nozzles on performance 0P gas-generator engines incor- 
porating variable-displacement piston-type compressors. 
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Figure 19.- Effect Of dealgn 8ltltude on performance of gas- 
generator engines lncorp~rstlng two-stage compressor with 
first stage driven by aup coupling and turbine Paving 
fixed-area nozzle. 

